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Challenge One:

 Understanding and functioning in a complex 

world requires systems of equal or greater 

complexity 

Ability to recognize the dialectic 

relationship between the hard and the soft 

 Example: Singerian-Churchmanian Inquiry 

Systems (SCIS)



Challenge Two

 SCIS are in themselves quite complex

 Understanding them is difficult

 Implementing them is even more 

challenging



Research purpose

 Cast SCIS in terms and concepts that 

are more familiar to wider audiences

 Most everyone has at least some 

familiarity with gardens/nature

 We conceptualize the contemplative 

garden as an SCIS to hopefully make 

the concept of SCIS more accessible 

and understandable to a wider 

audience



Presentation outline/overview

 What is a contemplative garden?

 What is an SCIS?

 A contemplative garden as an SCIS

 Discussion and potential contributions



What is an SCIS? (1)

 System of inquiry to address both 

uncertainty and wicked decision 

problems

 Generates exoteric knowledge by sweeping in 

and synthesizing additional data, information 

and perspectives

 Includes ethics and morals as well as data, 

information, and knowledge as inputs

Sources of inputs include technology and 

people



What is an SCIS? (2)

 SCIS as a complex adaptive system (CAS)

Agents

 Relationships

 Emergent behavior 

Often nonlinear

Not equilibrium but balance of tensions

 While behavior is emergent, it can be 

significantly impacted by design



What is a contemplative 

garden?







Not dependent on style





The Ground:
The Mandala Principle

 The understanding of the world as 

whole and integrated.





Traditional depictions







A garden mandala is 

not only a 

representation, it is 

magic itself, a means 

of actually entering a 

complete world.













A garden is a 

bounded space



Before



After





Relating the microcosm 

to the macrocosm



Borrowed scenery



Entry and exit





A contemplative garden 

as an SCIS

1. Systems approach: Contemplative 
gardens as complex adaptive systems

2. System motivations/intentions 

3. Systems exist in a dynamic balance 
involving tensions 

4. Systems as more than just the sum of its 
parts (integration)

5. System tensions as a result of constant 
change

6. Perspective matters



1. Systems approach:

contemplative gardens as 

complex adaptive systems

The 5 Elements:

Earth

Water

Fire

Air

Space



Earth



Water



Fire



Air



Space



2. System 

motivation/intentions

Primary:

Creating a space with 

opportunity for realization 

by bringing viewer to the 

present moment









Space constraints







Style conflicts



Functional constraints





3. Dynamic balance

Physical relationships

Heaven/Earth/Man

Energetic relationships

Metaphysical relationships





Energetic relationships





Metaphysical 

relationships





Imbalance





4. Integration of Parts

Hla, uplifting qualities

Bringing to present moment

All senses occupied











Not uplifting



Out of 

proportion



5. Tensions 

 Dealing with change



Time of day





Change of season









Growth and decay





Response to decay







6. Perspective







Discussion and potential 

contributions










